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How to Make a Picture Book

One To Wait for...
Wildsmith into the Dark Forest
Liz Flanagan - UClan- Feb 23
Joe Todd-Stanton's illustrations will capture your
eyes, but Liz's story will capture your heart!
Whisked away from the dangers of war, Rowan
is taken to her Grandfather's, where she meets
creatures she thought were only in stories

Tiggy Thistle & The Lost Guardians

A is for Bee

The Woodcutter and the Snow Prince

Chris Riddell
Macmillan Children  8+
I've been waiting for the sequel for a few years. The
first one was magical and this does not disappoint!
The guardians from the first book have gone missing
leaving Thyrnne in an endless winter. Can Tiggy find
them and save Thrynne?

 Ellen Heck and Jon Gray
Pushkin 5+

An alphabet book with a difference. This looks at lots
of words in various different languages. As you'd
expect from the front cover, the illustrations are
amazing. It is one of those books that will be read until
it falls apart! One for all ages!

Ian Eagleton & Davide Ortu
Owlet Press 5+
Ian has written another brilliantly inclusive picture
book. Every Christmas Eve, a lonely woodcutter
creates statues in ice. Kai is visted by the Snow Prince,
feared by many, but Kai sees hope in the Prince's
eyes. Can Kai free the Prince from his ice prison?

Elys Dolan
Walker 6+

Elys Dolan's books never fail to make me smile,
now she has created a superb book to inspire
new young picture book creators! In true Dolan
style, there's lots to look out for and giggle about
on every page. A great book to share with
friends!
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Penguin Huddle

Murder at Snowfall

Ross Montgomery & Sarah Warburton 
Walker 4+

We all know that penguins huddle together to keep warm in the
coldest winters. But what happens when one night, they become
stuck to one another? Can anyone in the Antarctic solve this
penguin muddle? As always it's the youngest that come up with the
best ideas! What is Pipsqueak's plan and will it work?

Fleur Hitchcock
Nosy Crow 9+
Murder mysteries and winter go hand in hand and Fleur Hitchcock has
married them together perfectly for a younger audience. Two children
find an abandoned truck covered in snow. They joke that there will be a
body inside it. They can't be right, can they? A mystery follows, can they
unravel it and discover the truth?

Marya Khan and the Incredible Henna Party

There are Mammals Everywhere

Saadia Faruqi  & Ani Bushry
 Amulet Books 6+

Marya is desperate to throw a huge birthday party like her rich
neighbours. She runs into school handing out invites and spreading the
news of her 'Incredible Henna Party' . All she needs to do now is to
convince her family to let her have the party and to help out. Everything
seems to be going wrong though...

Britta Teckentrup
Big Picture Press 7+
I'm ashamed to say that this is the fifth and final book in the series
and they seem to have passed me by... I'm glad that I've found them
now as they are stunning non-fiction books looking at all the
different places animals can be found on Earth. Britta's illustrations
are gorgeous. Can you find your favourite mammal?

One You Might Have Missed
The Umbrella Mouse - Anna Fargher & Sam Usher
Macmillan Children - 9+ May 2019
A war story told through the perspective of animals. The Umbrella
mouse leaves her home, an umbrella shop in London, after it is
bombed. Orphaned and alone, she finds a new meaning. Help the
Allied forces to win WW2. She journeys over to France and joins the
animal resistance - Noah's Ark.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Saadia-Faruqi/e/B003EC5ZTC/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Ani+Bushry&text=Ani+Bushry&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk


 
The Boy Who Grew
Dragons                      
 Andy Shepherd &   
 Sara Oglivie
There is no Dragon in
this Story                         
 Lou Carter &    
 Deborah Allwright
City of Dragons                    
Jaimal Yogis &      
 Vivian Truong
The Snow Dragon                            
Abi Elphinstone &
Fiona Woodcock
Dragon Storm                
 Alastair Chisholm
Dragon Mountain                        
Katie & Kevin Tsang
Dragon Post           
 Emma Yarlett 
 Alex Neptune                        
David Owen
Darwin's Dragons
Lindsay Galvin
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If you have any questions or have a book released soon that you feel
deserves a place on the newsletter: 
Email us - MisterBodd@outlook.com

Who doesn't love dragons? Well here are 9 books
for all ages that feature the magical creatures.
Warning: Books may contain fire...


